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PREFACE 

The f ollowing ad·dress of D. Z. Man uilsky deals 
with t ·he ohief questi0111s now on the snvjl of discus
sion in the workers' movement. In the form of a 

• 

reply to the political report of Ott-0 Bauer, secretary 
of the s .ociial Democratic Party of Austrtia, rund a 
leadin·g figure in the Second (Liabour and S·ocialist) 
International, to the Party Congress, Manuilsky 
tr.averses the whole field of Democracy and Dictator
ship, F ·ascism iand Parliament, Reform~ wnd '' Public 
Oontrol,'' Reaction. and Revolution, comparing the 
Russian and Austrian paths, a1nd concluding with the 
position o.f the Communist Internation1al on the 
United Frolllt with Social Democracy-leaders or 
rank 1and file. B1auer, Œn his report, h,ad recourse to 
numerous historical analogies-French, German and 
!Russian ·Revolutions, ej:c., with which Manuilsky has, 
perf orce, to deal. 

Otto Bauer {of whom Lenin said rthat .he was ''the 
best of the social-tiiaitorsJ'' decl1ar.ing immediately 
afterwards th.at he meant by this '' ·a learne·d idiot, 
utterly incorrigible '')* has long occupied the post of 
leader of the so-called '' Austro-Marxist '' school of 
thought, which consists, as the following work so 
clearly shows,. in a remarkably astute dressing-up of 
capitalist policy in M1arxian phrases, i.e., pseudo
Marxism. 

A long list of works ap11ears after his n·ame: 
includitng the notorious '' Rationalisierung und Fehl
Rationalisierung '' (Rationalisation and False 
1Rationalisation), which is dealt wit·h in detail in the 
comp·anion pamphlet to this-'' Mar:xlÎam rund Social-

*Kuusinen '' Prepare f.or Power.'' 



Democracy,'' by Bela Kun. He is the leader of the 
Left manœuvrea 1n the official Second Internatio·nal, 
being the proposer of the Defence of the Soviet Union 
motion, moved l•ast July. 

It should be added that, in addition to providing 
an e~osition of the Communist position in regard to 
Ger~any ·rund Austria to-day, this address, so far from 
being exclusively Continental in its scope, has an 
,am1azingiy illuminating bearing on precisely those 
questi0111s now uppermost i~ the Labour Movement. 1f 
England and America-. 

We ·have in mind the Decisions of the Leicester 
· Conference of the British Labour Party-and the 
'' N~atJional Plans '' for the v.arious â.ndustries (Elec
tricity, Banks, London Passenger Transport Bill), 
as well as the aasi~uous propaganda of the Socialist 
League echoed in America. Manuilsky shows by 
the example of Vienna that a Socialist island in a 

· national Capitalist sea is impossible. His remarks on 
municipal corruption in the case of Social-Democratic 
officials have been shoWfll recently to apply to places 
far from Austria. 

Thé fact that since this address was delivered, 
Vienna has finally succumbed to the Fascist men1ace, 
~·akes it prophetic. 



Is Social-Democracy a Stepping
. Stone to Fascism? 

By D. Z. MANUILSKY 
1 wish to deal in my address with the speecl1 

delivered by Otto Bauer at-the last Social-Democratic 
Party Conference. My reasons for this are as follows: 

·l Firstly, I shall illustrate by its example the 
correctness of the positi"on taken by the XIItl?- Plenum 
of the E.C.C.I. 

Otto ijauer's .speech represents the quintessence of 
the social-democratic estimate of the present situa
tion. By showing the utter futility of this estimate, 
by showing where it will lead the working. masses, 1 
shall contrast it to our own methods of revolutionary 
struggle, the methods of the Comintern. 

History has brought tl1e international working 
class face to face with the question: capitalism or 
socialism? The minds of millions of workers, and 
especially the minds of millions among the you·nger 
generàtion of the working class, are working 
strenuously on this question, \,rhich causes no small 
disquietude to the social-democrats. In Austria, the 
question of ·capitalism or socialism, the quest~ori of 
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie or the ~dictatorship 
of the proletariat, is refracted through the prism of 
discussion on proletarian dictatorship and democracy 
becoming fascist. And this question, on which the 
young workers are racking their brains, is worthy of 
·attention. 

Secondly, the plenum of the Youth International 
ought to have paid special attention to the_ methods 
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of our agitation among the masses. Our agitation, 
our Party agitation and above all our Y·.C.L. agita
tion, suffers fr~m being too stereotyped. It repeats 
the formulœ of our decisions, being unable to find an 
approach to the ideas which are filling the minds of 
the masses. W e usually talk in the language and 
thoughts of our functionaries, and appeal chiefiy to 
them. Btit yet we have millions of young workers 
before us who do not know our formulœ, and think 
in terms of the concrete happenings of the day. We 
have before us social-democratic parties which are 
still ·strong, and basides these, fascist groups, which 
emit a w ho le arsenal of arguments w ho se f alseness the 
workers, and especially the working youth, :find 
difficulty in detecting. The task of our agitation is 
to reply to the arguments of our opponents with 
arguments. This constitutes a most important part 
of the worK: at present, if we really want to convert the 
youth leagues into broad mass organisations. In my 
criticism of Otto Bauer to-day, 1 . have in view, above 
all, the social-democratic workers in th~ Y.S.I., * the 
Young Socialist or Labour Leaguer. 1 appeal to their 
minds, to their class conscience, to their feeling of 
proletarian consciousness, stating in advance that 
much of what I shall say and prove needs no proof at 
all in yours. 

• 
Thirdly, Otto B'auer rais~d the question of negotia-

tions between the Second and the Third Inter
na tionals on the · subject of the united front in his 
speech. And 1 must reply to this question. 

Finally, in his speech, Otto Bauer touched on t4e -
lessons of the 1918 revolution in Central Europe and 
the lessons of post-war social-democratic policy based 
on the '' defence of democracy.'' He gave a charac-

. *Socialist Youth International. 
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terisation of the present situation from the point of 
view of the Second International, a situation which 
he describes in Austria as '' counter-revolutionary,'' 
etc. 

At the present time, comrades, a whole generation 
of working youth in capitalist countries is entering 

• 

into conscious political life persons who did not pass 
thrQugh the war, or the revolutionary events_ of 1918 
in Central Europe, and who were only partially 
embraced by the period of so-called capitalist stabilisa
tion. · The Communists' criticism which is given of 
the position of the social-democrats in the revolution, 
and, later- on, in the period of capitalist .stablization 
is but slightly known to this generation. Precisely 
for this reason, it is not out of place to devote one 
speech to the ideological position of social-democracy 
and its offshoot-the Y .S.1.-at this plenum. 1 
would mention that in spending so much time on the 
speech of Bauer, it is far from being my intention 
to open a discussion with him. We want to open a 
discussion on the basic questions of the world workers' 
movement between Communist workers and the social
democratic workers, between Y.C.L.ers and Y.S.l.ers. 

With this introduction, 1 will pass directly to the 
main question. 

THE AUSTRIAN PROLETARIAT POURTEEN YEARS AFTER . 
• 

Time was-in the Fourteenth Century~when the 
Black Death S\\'ept over Europe, · and destroyed about 
one-third of the population of the European conti
nent. According to the chroniclers of the time, those 
were days of horror. Whole villages, whole sections 
of cities, perished. People went about like condemned 
persona. Every human face reflected dumb horror 
and despair. The bouses were like graves. No songs 
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or laughter · were heard. The ominous silence of the 
graveyard held sway over both town and countryside. 
The gravediggers' car~s could not carry off the dead 
quickly enough. And then the Catholic Church called 
for capitulation before this frightful calamity, the 
result of the ignorance and barbarity of the age, and 
declared. that the plague was a punishment sent from 
God. 

Over six centuries have passed since then. And 
now the menacing plague of crisis is raging over the 
capitalist world. No smoke. issues from the factory 
chimneys. Death and poverty stalk abroad through 
the working-class quartera of the towns. In every 
workers' f amily th~re is mourning, a.s in the tiine of 
the world war. These -victims of in~ustry ar~ the . 
millions of unemployed who have been thrown out of 
the factories and workshops. People haunt the streets 
like shadows-hungry, hungering f9r work. And· just 
as in the plague of the Middl~ 4.ges, the Catholic 
Church called for submission to the band of ·God, the· 
present-day social-democrats instill into the masses . 
the idea of patience with the greatest social evil of 
our ~poch-capitalism. 

But of all capitalist countries of Central Europe, , 
Austria suffers most from the crisis. Its toiling 
masses starved even before the · world crisis began. 
And now in Vienna alone there are over 200,000 regis-
tered unemployed, of · whom 75,000 have lost their 
right to receive relief. This meàns 200,000 workers' · 
tragedies, of which only dry summarie~ :6.nd their way 
into the capitalist press reporting the increase of 
suicides among the unemployed. 

Towns like Steyr, Donauwitz, etc., have perished. 
Systematic malnutrition among th.e great masses of 
the population of · Vienna is a thlng which -hits the 
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children particularly bard. The magazine '' Wiener 
klinische lV ochenSchrif t " gives terrible f acts regarà
ing the plight of the children, basing its acc01+nt 1 n i 

the observations of Dr. Abels, the head of a clinic. 
t 

In Vienna during the last three years, the proportion 
of newly-born infants with defective skulls and bones : 
increased from 10 to 35 per cent. And what fate · 
awaits the generation of working-class children' 'f:ho · 
are now, in the criais years, commencing an indepe;n-, :· 
dent life P , , 

- ( 

Austria is starving more than any other country ~ 
in Central Europe, because Austria was defeated in 
the \\rorld war, because it was dismembered. Austria . 
is starving because its working masses trusted the 
Austrian social-democrats, led by Victor Adler, Otto 
Bauer, Renner, etc. Do the Austrian workers 
remember what the A. rbeiter-Zeitung wrote in defence 
nf the rob ber imperialist war P 

'' Never did a party act so nobly and powerfully 
as German social-democracy, which has shown itself 
110 worthy of this profoundly serious moment,'' wrote 
the A.rbeiter-Zeitung in an article entitled '' The 
Great Day of the German Nation.'' ''Thus, the . 
German people are marching solidly_ into the war to 
preserve their existence as a state and as a nation.'' 

' . 
What did the Austrian workers get out of this 

'' grea t day '' of the German nation P An ocean of 
blood at the front, terrible starvation in the rear. 
The war not only led to the. bankruptcy of the ruling 
classes of Austria-Hungary; it also exposed the bank
ruptcy of the war policy of Austrian social-democracy. 
Austria is starving because in 1918, when the Austro
Hungarian monarQ.hy was overthrown, the working 
masses believed the social-democrats when they told 
them that they must only aim at bourgeois . '' demo-
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cr,acy '' in the f orm of a capitalist republic, without 
touching the foundations of capitalism. At the end 

• 

oi .the world imperialist war, history provided. excep-
ti~nq,Jly favourable conditions for the overthrow of 

. capitalism. ' Millions of the toilera had weapons in 
• 

. their hands. In Europe, t:Pere were no less than 
t\fenty millions under arms, mostly workers and 

1 •peasânts. They had access · to field-guns, machine
~ 1~ns, tanks, armoured cars. The bourgeoisie were in 
· feaT and trembling, expecting an eruption of the 
t 

volcano at any moment. 

The masses were rising up against the war which 
had lasted almost four years ; their class instinct told 
them that they must put an end to the social and 
political order whicli had led them into · war and 
disaster. The working cla:s~ of Austria were organized 
better ·than the working class of Russia. The 
na~ionalitîes downtrodden by the ruling classes of the 
old Austro-Hungarian empire were the natural allies 
of the proletariat in their struggle for social libera
tion. It was only · the policy of social-democracy, 
which, by limiting the aims of the revolution to the 
winning of a capitalist republic, delivered the toiling 
masses of these nationalities into the power of their 
corrupt bourgeoisie and social-democra;tic politicians. 
The whole of Central Europe was enveloped in the 
:flames of revolution. In Germany and Austria
Hungary, the workers and soldiers founded S~viets. 
On the vast plains of Russia the prole'tariat had 
already overthrown the power of their Iandlords and 
capitalists, swept away the government of Kerensky 
and established the proletarian dictatorship. And 
what was taking place in the camp of the Èntente 
and its '' victorious '' armiesP The Austrian workers 

· should. read the memoirs of Poincaré and Churchill, 
about which the social-democrats are delibetately 
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silent. Mutinies, hushed up by the press, were taking 
place both in the French and the British army. 
Whole army corps, whole armies, were '' infected '' 
with· the spirit of active struggle against war and 
capitalism. 

'' The soldiers are shouting ' Down with war ' and 
'Long live the Russian Revolution,' '' writes 
Poincaré anxiously in his diary. '' Mutiny in the 
'2lst Army Corps. • . • Men refuse to go into the 
tranches. N ext day another division of the 7th Corps 
refused to go into position.''. 

Exactly a week later: '' Five corps almost entirely 
infected.'' ln a single day, 18 men were shot as a 
warning to others. 

Poincaré writes of the ''collective madness '' 
which had taken hold of the French army. In his 
consternation, he asks: '' Has general diso.rder 
arrived? '' 

And here are the memoirs of Painlevé. In May, 
1917, the units on the Somme were holding open-air 
meetings, demanding that the war be stopped imme
diately, and stating ·their readiness to follow the revo
lutionary example of the Russian army. In Soissons 
in 1917, two regiments occupied the railway station 
and seizeq trains, to move on Paris and dissolve Par
liament. On July 7th the situation at the front was 
so serions that Marshal Petain demanded the restora .. 
tion of field court-martial. Along the whole front 
between Soissons and Paris, only two divisions in the 
whole army were considered to be more or less 
reliable. 

From the admissions of another of the imperialist 
war-lords, Churchill, we find that '' on both aides of 
the Straits of Dove:r unrest ~nq disorder had com
menced.'' 
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''In a single week,'' we read in the memoirs of 
Churchill, '' we received information from various 
points of more than 30 cases of insubordination among .. 
·the troops. In some cases considerable bodies of 
soldiers refused to recognize any authority for 
several days.'' 

Things went so far that Soviets of soldiers' depu
ties were organised and there were open mutinies in 
a,rmy units (at Luton 1a~d a.t Calais, wh.ere the 
mutineers held the town in their h~nds, etc.) . 

Was this not a revolutionary situation which 
. should have been utilized by _the La b_our Party? W as 
not this the situation · Which had been f orecast by all 
the international congresses of the Second Inter
national before the war? At .the congress of Stutt
gart, the socialist parties stated that in case of war 
they must take advantage of it '' to infla.me the 
masses of the people and hasten on the f,all of capi
talist class rule.'' W as this so or not, comrades ? 
What really proletarian party could allow these . 
masses to let their weapons out of .their hands, to 
hand themselves over to the mercy of the· bourgeoisie ? 
But it was precisely to disarm the masse~ t~at. the 
social-democrats exerted all their efforts. · Ev:en in 
the overthrow of the monarchy in the central empires, 
they lagged behind the masses, resisting like à bullock 
bein·g led to slaughter. 

~ . 
I t is a historie f act tha t su ch leaders of Gerlnan 

social-democracy as Ebert were even against a -re-. 
public, and wanted to save the Hohenzollern dynasty, 
at the very time when hundreds of thousands of 
nerlin workers were in the streets demanding the 
formation of Soviets. It is a historie fact that in 
Germany the social-democrats defended the monarchy 
to the last moment, and only agreed to a bourgeois 
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republic under the pressure of the Entente, which 
put forward this demand as a condition for peace 
· negotiations. Scheidemann openly speaks of this in 
his memoirs. If the social-democrats had not actively 
struggled against the proletarian revolution in 
Central Europe in 1918, the world would now bear a 
different aspect. There would now be no crisia, no 
unemployment, . no fasciam, iio capitalist offensive. 
The ominous :flames of the war in the Far East would 
not be menacing the workere of ail countries with the 
danger of a new world war . . 

k 

Otto Bauer now tries to scare the Austrian 
workers by telling them that the Russian working 
class had to carry on a bloody civil war for two years 
in the struggle for the victory of the proletarian revo-
1 u tion. But the reason the toiling masses of the 
Soviet Uni on had to shed their blood so freely was 
that the social-democrats not only deserted the Soviet 
proletariat in its hard struggle, but aotively fought 
on the side of ail those who w~re trying to throttle 
the Russian proletarian revolution. 

Can the Austrian workers forget that the. troops _of 
. . - -

the -Austrian ' and German republios occupied . the 
Ukraine after the revolution in these cq~ntri~s, until 
the masses of German and Austrian soldiers them
selves began to get on trajns ·and go home P Can they 
forget that the government of socia,.:.demooratic_ rap·re
eentatives in Germany suppor~ the·· military &

4dven
tures of Avilov-Bermorit, who· advanced on Latvia as 
one of the scènes of proletariàn revolution P Was it 
not the duty, not only~ of a proletarian revolution; but 
of a consistent democratic revolution in Austria and 
Germany, to stop hostile actions against the éountry 
of p.roletarian dictatorship P The Austriaii · workers 
in 1918 were hoodwinked into bèlieving that ~ they 

• 
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wo.uld arrive at socialism by a different path from 
that of the Russian workers-not by the path of the 
proletarian dictatorship, but through bourgeois 
democracy. And now t~e Austrian workers are 
starving, because they believed the Austrian social
democrats when they told them that with the world 
dominated by monopoly capitalism and undergoing a 
general crisis, the capitalist world would come to 
democracy and ·not to the blackest reaction, because 
they believed in the phantom of the non-existent 
'' democracy above classes,'' which is nothing more or 
less than ordinary bourgeois dictatorship. · 

Fourteen years have now passed since this '' demo
cratic '' experiment was tried. The toiling masses of 
Austria and the U.S.S.R. are summing up the results 
of world-wide import~nce derived from the Russian 
and from the Austrian paths of development respec
tively. In the U.S.S.R. the proletariat is successfully 
completing the :first Five-Year Plan, and marching on 
tq the building of a classless ~ociety in the second --
Five-Year Pla~. The working class of the U.S.S.R., 
relentlessly crushing all counter - revolutionary 
elements, is daily making the positions of the working 
masses, the positions of socialism under construction 
stronger and stronger. 

And what about Austria P Whither has the path 
of Austrian social-dem.ocracy led the working class P 
ln fourteen yea,a of '' democracy above cla~ses '' it 
has steadiJy, step by step, slipped into fascism. 

From where did fascism arriveP Fascism is nota 
natural calamity like the _Black Death in the Middle 
4ges. It is a social movement including part of the 
oppressed classes. Why did the urban poor and the 
peaaants in Russia, oppresàed by the yoke of capi
ffljsm, ~qm~ ~n4f3r 1;he leadership of the proletariati 

, 
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while in Austria a considerable part of tliem ilocked 
over ~o fascis~, delivering themselves up to monopoly ~ 
capitalP Because the whole post-war polioy of 
Austrian social-democracy drave these masses into the 
arms of fascism. The entire experience of the world · 
workers' movement teaches us that when capitalism 
becomes bankrupt, while the class which must be the 
grave-digger of capitalism does not fulftl its historie 
mission, then other forces arise which will try in their 
own way, in a capitalist way, to solve the contradic
tions of the capitalist system. This was the case in 
Italy, when a revolutionary situation was allowed to 
slip by in 1920. In the summer of 1920 the workers 
seized the f actories, the government was utterly help
less, and ·on~ serions blow on the part of the pr&le
tariat would have been enough to annihilate the 
f ascist movement. But there was not yet a Com
munist Party, while Italian social-demooracy, like 
Austrian and German social-democracy in 1919, 
betrayed the proletariat at the decisive moment. It 
was the treachery of the social-democrats that gave 
rise to the victory of fascism in 1922. 

Fascism in Austria grew precisely tiecause it was 
. helped to grow b·y Austrian social-deinocracy, which 

surrendered one position of the working class after 
another without a struggle, calling on the workers to 
refrain from resistance to the offensive of fascism. 
Having replaced the class struggle by parliamentary 
coalitions, social-democracy paved the way for fascism, 
lulling the vigilance of the working class to sleep
and tli.en confronting them with accomplished facts. 
The policy ·of J uly 20th is not only a crime of German 
social-democracy. Austrian social-democracy is also 
leading the workers to it-through a whole series of 
little preparatory '' July 20ths. '' lt .was not 
'' socialism by degrees '' which social-dem~racy dis-

15 
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seminated, but '' fascism by degrees,'' and this pene
trated into the system of capitalist democracy thanks 
.to the entire post-war polÎ.cy of Austrian social· 
deinocracy. · 

The Austrian proletarian looks around him with a 
feeling of profound perplexity, of infinite bitterness. 
With sadness 11e asks himself: '' In 1918 I had arms, · 
I was a menacing force for the ruling classes. I could 
dicta te my will to the class enemy. But I sacrificed 
all this on the altar of ' democracy above classes.' 
But where is this ' democracy a;bove classes? ' '' In 
reality this is capitalist democracy, the democracy of 
the Rothschild subsidy, under which capitalism and 
exploitation are left untouched, under which crisis 
and unemployment remain. '' I . was told in 1914 that 
I must take a gun and go to fight in the Carpathians 
or 1 should be enslaved. But has capitalism enslaved 
mQ any the less in 1932 than in 1914? 1 was told in 
1918 that the proletarian revolution would bring me 
starvation; but never did the Austrian worker, his 
wife and children, sta~ve as ,they are starving now. 
In the Vienna lodging-houses for homeless people 
there were 427,000 persans in 1927 and over 700,000 in 
1931. 

'' Ever since 1918 they have been scaring me witl1 
the story that i11 Austria, as in Hungary, a prole
tarian revolution would lead to the defeat of the 
working class and the triumph of fascism. But the 
Austrian w~rking class is llO\V sustaining blow after 
blow, without fighting back a.gainst the class enemy. 
Fascism is growing, is coming nearer, because of this 
very policy of retreat.'' 

The proletariat feels that the gains wl1ich it 
wrested from the bourgeoisie during the revolution of 
1918 are now being filched one after another, that the 
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party which, after the event, declared these revolu
tionary gains of the working. class to be the result of 
its ref ormist polioy, bas surrendered these gaina one 
after another to the bourgeoisie. 

The proletariat feels that it has been betrayed. 
quietly, imperceptibly; some diabolioal hand seems to 
have cunnÎ.ngly and capably led it up to this unhappy 
position. And it asks itself in distress, who is to 
blame for ·all this? And in its head another question 
is clamouring for an anawer : Why does the Russian 
wor}.ter have no unemployment, no fasoism, when he 
went boldly al9ng another path, the path of establish
ing and consolidating; his own revolutionary dictator
ship, alone against ail the bourgeoisie of the world 
and against international social democracy P And 
this is a question with whicp hundreds of thousands 
of social-democratic workers at the present time are 
racking their brains. 

But here come the social-democrats with a ready 
answer to these doubts. '' You 1dream of the 1918 
revolution,'' they say. ''But in Austria the prole
tarian revolution in 1918 could not have won, beèause 
Austria is not Russia. ln Austria, a bourgeois 
republic was established, with a 'social ' content 
added to it by the active participation of the pro
letariat in the revolution. This is not the dictator
ship of the bourgeoisie. The rule of the bourgeoisie 
is limited by those social gains which the Austrian 
proletariat won in the revolution. Social-democracy 
is the strongest party in the state system of the 
Austrian republic. It presses on the ruling classes 
with all the weight of the organized working class, 
thus restraining the growth of fasclsm in Austria. 
If the social-dem9crats have nevertheless not been 
able. to Stop the growth of fascism, it is because of the 
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crisis and the bankruptcy of capitalism which have 
led to a , ' counter-re\Tolutionary situation ' in Austria. 
And as social-democracy has to fight for ' democracy ' 

. . 

and ' socialism ' under the circumstances of a counter-
revolu tionary situation, it frequently has to retreat, 
ana ·ther-efore the results of its policy are not always 
satisfactory to the masses. But to-day is not the 
stormy revoiutionary pe-riod of 1918. By taking their . 
stand upon legality and the defence of the beurgeois 
republic, and opposing the attempts of fascism to 
~iolate legality, the social-democrats are saving the 
masses from civil wa.r. B:ut if the ruling classes take 
to violence, Austrian social-democracy will reply with 
~iolence. Aùstrian social-democracy cannot in prin
ciple base itself on force and proletarian dictatorship 
like the Russiall Bolsl1eviks, because .this position of 
the Russian Bolsheviks is the result of the specific 
conditions obtaining in Russia, which has passed 
directly from tsarism to socialism. ·The method taken 
by the Russian Bolsheviks is not obligatory for the 
proletariat of other countries, just as, for example, 
the methods of the French Jacobins were not obliga
tory for the bourge;oisie in the b·ourgeois revolutions of 
the last century. The working class in Austria grew 
up in a ' constitutional ' atmosphere. Within the 
framework of capitalism, it obtained such victories 
on the basis of general electoral rights as the socialist 
municipality of Vienna. And if now heavy blows are 
nevertheless being struck at Austrian social-demo
cracy, it is because the working class does not defend 
this democracy enough. The basic task of the 
Austrian working class is to make Austria into a 
' dem~cratic island ' in the surrounding ring of 
Central European fascism.'' 

This is just how Otto Bauer r.eplied to the Austrian 
working class at the last ·Social-Democratic Party 
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Conference. And the task of the Communists is to 
give their answer to the proletarian masses of 
Austria, to tear the arguments of the Austro
Marxists to shreds, point by point. 

COULD THE REVOLUTION IN CENTRAL BUROPB HAVB 

CONQUBRED IN 1918 AS A PROLETARIAN REVOLUTIONf 

Otto Bauer replies in the negativ.e to this ques
tion, drawing a historical parallel with the Russian 
revolution of 1917. According to Bauer, the Russian 
revolùtion was able to conquer as a proletarian revo
lution owing to three basic reasons. Firstly, the 
peasants of Russia· defended the proletarian revolu~ 

· tian owing to their low level of political consciousness 
and lack of organiza tion, the result of the economic 
backwardness of Russia. Secondly, because agrarian 
Russia, which had .sources of raw material, was able 
to feed itself without the help of the imperialist 
states. Thirdly, because Russia's enormous extent 

' 

bas doomed to defeat all armed intervention of capi-
talist powers since the days of N apoleon. 

If we examine these arguments produced by the 
1932 edition of Austrian social-democracy, it would 
follow from them that the proletarian revolution in 
Russia was able to win owing to its economic back- , 
wardness ; tha t the higher the indus trial develop-
ments of the advanced capitalist countries, the 
further they are from a proletarian revolution. 
Otto Bauer is now turning the main argument put 
forward by internat.ional social-democracy in the ftrst 
years after the October Revolution inside out, 
proving that the proletarian revolution could not win 
in Russia owing to its economic backwardnesa. The 
social-democratic press at that time wrote that what 
the Bolsheviks called the October Revolution was only 
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a, 'è. mutiny ·. of the declassed soldie,ry, '.' that · Russia 
with its low productive forces was not capable of a 
proletarian revolution, that · highly industrialized 
Europe stood nearer to a socialist revolution than 
Ru~sia, which had only just abolished tsarism. Now 
everything is reversed. The '' Marxist '' Otto Bauer 
claims that the economic advantage of the industrial . 
development of Central Europe is a factor which 

• 

hinders the advent of proletarian revolution . 
. · The Russian peasants are not made of different 
class stuff from the peasants of Central Europe. If 
thèy suppotted the proletarian revolution in Russia, 
it was just because ~his revolution put an end to 
one of the 'bloodiest of wars, in which their sons were 
~ying by hundreds of thousands and millions in the 
interests of a hostile class. They supported it because 
it gave them the land formerly held by the big land
lords, the monasteries and the tsar, together with 
the impleD?-ents belo:r:iging to it, abolished their debts 
to the tsariat ban~s, raised them to the dominating 
position in the state next to the proletariat, opening 
up to them and to their children the road to the 
commanding posts in the government, in industry, 
in agriculture, and in the army, filling the colleges 
and universities . with natives of the village. But who 
has proved that these tasks could not have been 
carried out by a really rev.·olutionary workers' party 
in Central Europe, winning the poorer peasants to 
the sicJ~ of the proletariat and maintaining neutrality 
with the middle peasants P The confiscation of the 
land and implements of the Prussian Junkers, whose 
pri'7'ileges were. left untouched by the German Social
Democrats, the abolition of debts to banks for the 
·Austrian peasants, with a full guarantee from the 
government of the proletarian dictatorship that they 
Would have th'e right to dispose freely of the agricul-
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tural produoe from thei~ individu~l farms, the supply 
of. cheap agricultural mac~inery for the peasants, a 
marke4 improvement in the lot of the agricultural 
labourers-all this would have welded the vast 
Ulajority of the peasants together in close alliance 
~ith the proletariat, and not have . delivered the 
pea,antry, as n9w, into the power of f ascist. demagogy. 

Russia could feed itself. This is true. But the 
Russîan proletariat, betrayed by international social
democracy, was not · oonfronted with the starvation 
which . Otto Bauer is now employing to scare the 
Austrian workers • . To avoid starvation, says Otto 
Bauer, the proletariat of Central ·Europe had to 
capitulate to the Entente, w~ich alone was able to 
giv~ bread to the. Anstrian workers. But had the pro
letariat of Central Europe adoptèd a correct revolu
tionary p~licy, Russia would have been able to feed 
C~ntral Europe. Had· there been an alliance between 
the Russian proletarian revolution and the prole
tari.an revolution of Central Europe, it would not 
have been necessary for the Russian proletariat to 
resort to war communism, to wage a hard struggle 
for bread ·to feed the :workers' centres and the Red 
d~tachm.ents of workers and peasants who were :fight
ing against counter-revolution, both f oreign ~nd 
dome~tic. Had t~ere been close political and economic 
collaboratiQn between the proletarian republics, not 
pnly would victory over the interventionists and 
counter-revolutionists have been many times easi~r, 
but the ~estoration of the natio:q's economic life would 
have proceeded much more rapidly. The government 
_of.the proletarian dictâtorship in Russia would have 
sent . 'bread and raw materials to the workers of 
Cen~ral Europe, and the industry of Central Europe, 
~~ntrolled by the p.roletariat, would have found a vast 
~ark~t in Russia.. A.ad if now, after an interval of 
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sixtee·n y 1ears, Otto B'.auer reoommends this policy of 
economic collaboration between capitalist Austria and 
the U.S.S.R., why was this policy impossible between 
proletarian Austria a~d proletarian Russia from the 
very first days of the re\~olution? The proletarian 
revolution of the U .S.S.R. took this line from the fi.rat 
days of the German revolution, offering the govern
ment ·of social-democratic representatives to send 
shiploads of grain immediately to the German pro
letaria t. The refusai of Ha a se to accept this help is 
one of the m~t dastardly hetrayals of the cause of 
the proletarian revolution and solidarity ever known 
in history. The younger generation of Austrian _ 
workers should be reminded of this episode. 

There is no doubt, of course, that the proletariat 
of the U.S.S.R. was helped by the extent of its terri
tory. But the proletarian · revolution in Central 
Europe w.ould have enlarged· this territory and 
strengthened the def en ces of the proletaria t of the 
U .S.S.R. and of Central Europe. And this territory 
would have increased not 9nly in a military, strategic 
and geographical sense, but in a political sense too. 
Can you so distort facts as to pretend that the revolu
tio~ in Central Europe was a revolution in an 
Austrian province isolated from all the outside world, 
and tl1erefore doomed to defeat? In 1918 the point at 
issue was a proletarian revolution in Central Europe, 
in the very countries where productive forces, to a 
far greater extent than the productive forces of 
tsarist Russia, were ripe for socialism. Could not the 
proletarian revalu tion in Cen~ral Europe, finding its 
support in the proletarian revolution of Russia, have 
evoked a mighty response in other capitalist 
countries, have led the proletariat of other countries 
to f ollow suit? A revolution in Central Europe would 
have reversed the whole balance of international 
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f~rces. It would not only have met with response in 
the Balkans, but WOU:ld have brought the French .and 
British proletariat into suuh a revolutiona.ry state 
that, even if we suppose that the proletarian revolu
tion pad not. conquered there, the British and French 
proletariat would have upset the intervention of .the 
capitalist world, · just as ~hey helped to upset the 

/ 

intervention of the c.apitalist world in Russia. The 
burden of Versailles would not have been forced on 
the proletariat of . Central . Europe. The Versailles 
'' peace '' treaty would have been exploded just as 
effect.ively as was t~e Brest peace which was forced on 
the proletariat of the U.S.S.R. by German im
perialism. It was precisely the capitula~ion of ~ocial
democracy to imperialism and its hetrayal of the pro
letarian revolution in Central Europe which led to 
the dismemberment of Central Europe into smf],11. 
parts, which leq to the terrible situation . into which 
the Allies thrust the working masses of Austria, 
converting the cou~try. i~to a kind of Mon~co for 
themselves. . ~. 

Otto Bauer and the Austrian .social-democrats are 
never tired of harping on the exatnple of the Hun
garian .so;viet power-which was crushed. But the 
Hungarian Soviet Republic fell for the· vei:y reas.on 
that ~t . was ·betrayed by the Social-Democrats. o~ the 
Central Empires~and above all by Austrian social
democracy. Do the Austrian workers remember 
how Ott~ . ~a~er, who was foreign min.ister in 
1919, made the excuse of neutrality and refused . , . 
the reque-st to issue part of the weapons from 
the arsenals of the late Austro-Hungarian army 
for the . Hu~garian Republic, .which was . being bled 
to death? Another reason why the Hungarian 
Soviet Republic fell was because the Communist 
Party made the mistake of believing the . Hun-
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office .workers and o:fficials, and the bourgeoisie· are 
compelled to make concessions to them. In. his reply, 
Otto Bauer tries to slur over the fundamental ques
tion of in whose hands the power lies by general talk 
about the ''concessions '' made by the bourgeoisie, 
in -limiting their dictatorship. In reality, he neglects 
the question of the class essence of power, giving in 
its .stead a legal distinction between the parlia
mentary form of government and dictatorship, and 
this '' legal '' (juridical) attitude to the question of 
'' democracy '' and '' dictatorship '' i~ typical of all 
international social fascism. The latter needs it for 

. ) 

~he infa~ous purposes of its practical policy, so that 
it can put into a single ·category-the dictatorship in 
the U .S.S.R. where the "Yorkers hold the power, and 
the f~sc.ist dictatorship in Italy or Germany where 
the b~urgeoisie held the p-ower, combining them i~to 
the .geµ.eral c~nception of '' dictatorship '' and con
tra~ting them to '' democracy.'' 

The question of who holds the real power is 
decided by which class owns the means of production. 
Thus-and only thus-have revolutionary Marxists 
inv.ariably put the question of the character of class 
rule. . The numb~r of ''concessions '' made by the 
ruling class may change the form of class domination 
~but ,not .. its essence. The very extent of these 
'' concessions '' depends on the relationship of forces 

· as determined by the class struggle of the proletariat. 
Alike in monarchies or republics, or fascist dictator
ships, the .means of production, the banks, the rail
roads, a considerable part of the land, etc., are in 
the hands' Qf the capitalists, bankers and landlor,ds. 
' . 

The . f orm may change, but the content of class rule 
-q.nder capitQ,lism . remains the same the dictatorship 
of ·the bou.rg~oisie. The people at the helm of state 
may . Qhange. The political paxties of the b~urgeoisie 
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may change. The ,,, rights ,,. and '' lefts '' may replace 
each other. As circumstances demand, they put for
ward the varions political programs of their govern
ments, but all these parties and governments · are 
defenders of the institution of· private 'Property and 
capitalism. The bourgeoisie and the landlords, irre
spective of any friction that may take place between 
them, find it profitable, as the commanding class, to 
have two agents-tl1e '' rights '' and the '' lefts,'' 
the '' democrats '' and the fascists_:_so as · to fool the 
masses the · more easily. 

The change of the various bourgeois parti~s in 
power does not alter the f act thàt the whole apparatus 
of sta te violence remàins in the hands · of the bour
geoisie__:. the police; the detective.s; the army, the 
jails, etc. In this apparatus, continuity invariably 
prevails ;· only the higher officials cha·nge; because the 
party which cornes to power, as the result of a general 
election, provides sinecures as a reward for its pro
f essional politicians who are recruited chiefly from 
the so-called liberaf professions. The whole of th·e 
basic personnel of the state apparatus,, the schools and 
the church·, consisting as it does of faithful servants 
of the bo\lrgeoisie and capitalism formed by tens of 
years of careful selection, pass from lef1 to right or 
viee versa ~ Therefore the task of the proletariat, as 
a class which stands for the annihilation of capi
talism, is for the proletarian revolution to destroy 
this old apparatus of class rule, and build a new 
apparatus of proletarian dictatorship. Because the 
electors of bourgeois political parties are the petty 
bourgeoisie, the officiais and the peasantry, the 
nature of these parties does not change, for these 
classes and social 'gr.oups ·occupy an intermediate posi
tion. They waver between the proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie. They respect force and usually join the 
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side which possesses and displays this force. Though 
fascism in a number of countries relies on the petty 
bourgeoisie, this does not alter the basic fac~ that 
fascism is an agent of mono·poly capital. 

Every political party, Whatever it inay say about 
itself, if it stands for capit.alism,~ is a party of bour
geois dictatorship, no n1atter whether the form be 
fascist or p.arliamentarj'·. And we have to judge· of 
social-democracy and its Austrian leader, Otto Bauer, 
not -by their declara tions on '' socialism '' but by 
their deeds. In reality, the social-d.emocrats are a 
party which ~tands for the conservatio·n of capitalism. 
Ali their post-war history shows it. 

. 
After the revolution of 1918, the German and 

Austrian social-dem·ocra-ts were in power, . but the 
existing order did not change an iota. The basis of 
capitalisin remained untouched and the means of :·pro
duction remained in the hands of the old ruling 
classes. Did the bourgeoisie in England lose their 
privileges because the Labour Party was in power 
twice 1in 1924 and in 1929-31 P On . the contra_ry, 
everybody knows that the Labour government carried 
through a series of measures whose aim was to lower 
w.age~ · and r.educe insurance benefit, sweeping away 
ail that the British working cla~ had gained · during 
a number of years. 

' 

THE STl\UGGLE OF AUSTRO-GERMAN SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY 

FOR '' SOCIALISM'' 

Social-democratic workers are often at a loss to 
know why we Communists speak of social-democracy 
as the party of social-f ascism. . But this description 
does not contain a sliade of polemic or exaggeration. 
It is merely the statement of a historical fact in the 
generaI . evolution of soeial-democracy. If in .th~ 
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epoch of the general crisis of monopoly capitali&m, its 
gen~ral tendencies lead to fascization, i.e., to th·e 
abolition of the social and political gains of the work
ing class, to .an increased resorting to methods · of 
political terror and the growth of r~action, a .part~· 
which : in practice repudiates .. the proletarian re:volu
tion, and therefore. stands for capitali~m, cannot help 
passing through the whole of capitalism.'s process. of 
evolution, together with it. 

,\'.hy did Austrian social-democraèy declare ~h~t 
t .. he f amous Twenty-Eighth De'cree, which eut down 
the alre:ady meagre uri.employment benefit, was a vic
tory for its policy of the '' Iesser evil.'' It explains 
this measure by stern necessi ty occasioned by the 
difficult situation of Austrian· capitalism. Capitalism 
îs passing through a crisis.· It must maintain . its 
accustomed profits, and fo·r this purpose it · makes 

. attacks on wages and social irisurance. : Socia·l
democracy, · Iike · a convict chaine.d to .a cart, passes 
·through the whole gamut of ~' difficulties '' toge1th·er 
with decaying capitalism, ·endeavouring to persuade 
the workers to· accept every· new reduction .of .their 
·standàrd· of living without â murmur .· ·.But this posi
tion- expresses· the historie fact of ·the , ·f asciza tion .. tif 
.social..:.democracy.. . · . · .. . f .: • •·• • : 

. ~ .. ·• 

Under the circumstances of a severe world cris'is, 
the bou~geoisie ·are ·deliperat.ely allowing social
demOO~acy to take poWer aS a result of ·padiamentary 
elections in a number of oountrues, so that they will 
be able to carry out the '' reforms '' which .. the 
bourgeoisie require in order to. maintain their profits, 

. not by tlieir own hands, but through the agency ·of 
social-democracy. Such was the oase in England, 
such is the case at the present time in Sweden, where 
a ~ social~democ:ra1;ic , . government wa's" formed ~ · f~w 
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months .ago. Whereas the pre-war reformism 
sooial-democracy consisted in an attempt to divert the 
workers from the struggle for the overthroW of_ capi .. 
talism by varions tri:fling concessions on the par-t of 
the bourgeoisie, at the present time, under conditions 
of : crisis, we have social~democratic reformism· turned 
inside out, '' reformism '' wh1ich gradually places· the 
working class in a worse and worse position. And this 
is the fascization of social-democracy. In order to 
conceal this process of f asciz&tion, social-democracy 
announces the capitulationist slogan-'' The period of 
r~form bas ended, the winni~g of socialism is at 
hand.'' But when social-democracy is in power, à.sin 
Swedèn, _or when it was ·in power, as in England, 
Germany and AU.stria, where did it win, or try to win, 
socialism? Wha t has ha ppened to ~he famous 
socialization projects of Otto Bauer and Hilferding 
of the revolutionary period of 1918 P It is sufficient 
to remember what the social-democratic newspape~s 
wrote in these rev.olutionary ye'.ars when they aban
doned socialization. We must not take the r'1.ined 
heritage which capitalism ·. leaves behind ~t at -the 
present time, they said. Socialism·cannot .be built .-up 
on ·the· ruins of productive forces, but only by ~king 
over from the bourgeoisie the normally .. funotio~i~g 
apparatus of capitalist economy. 'Xherefore. the year~ 
. of post-war · economic ruin and in:ft.ation wer~ .~oJ.lowed 
by ca.pitalist stabilization. · The soci~l-democra~ic 
·theoreticians have mad~ a ·complete . right-abou~f~~e 
in their arguments. They ·.began to put forward --the 
theory of '' organized capitalism.'' But it w~~ .- fQ:q.~d 
tha t even wi th the '~ organized ··'·' · . f·un~~ioni~g 
apparatus of capitalist economy, the soci~_l-Çlem~r~ts 
were not in a position to win sooialism, becau~~ ·if;l.-·,the 
pe:riod of c~pit8.Iist stabiliza.tion the posjtion of · the 
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bourgeoisie ·beco111es stro11ger, wl1ile the proletariat 
becomes weaker. 

In short, revolution cannot be ruade either from 
ruins-or from surplus. 

THE SOCIALISM OF THE '' COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY 

SITUATION.'' 

But now the _world crisis appears with all its awful 
consequences for the workers, while the process of 
fascization becomes more rapid both in the apparatus 
of the capitalist state, and in the whole system of · 
bourgeois political parties. Otto Bauer deliberately 
slurs over the process of revolutionization going on 
among the masses, and in . his celebrated speech 
describes the situation as a '' counter-revolutionary 
sitùation~'' That same party which did not s·o much 
let slip, but rather destroyed, the revolutionary situa
tion existing in Austria in 1918 for the winning of 
socialism, considers a '' counter-revolutionary situa
tion '' to be the most suitable for the winning of 
socialism by democratic paths. This characterization 
is nota chance slip of the tongue on the part of Otto 
Bauer, because the '' socialism '' of social-democracy 
in a '' counter-revolutionary situation '' is nothing 
more or less han. the economic program of fascism. 
Wheh Otto Bauer announced the bandit measures of 
the Austrian bourgeoisie in transferring the liabilities 
of the bankrupt Oreditanstalt bank on to the 
shoulders of the workers and peasants by means of 
'' nationalization '' to b·e a step on the way to 
socialism, this is defending the fascist '' socialism of 
a oounter-revolutionary situation.'' When another 
social-fascist cynic, Hilferding, saw a ''bit of 
socialism '' in the decrees of Brüning for the reduc
tion ~of wages, because they repres~nted .state ·Înter-
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ference, this expressed the . orgà.nic fus.Îcfü of . thd 
programs of f.ascism and social-democracy. The whole 
theory· of modern social-democracy on '' state .capi
talism '' is nothing but the ideological justifi.èation of 
the fascization of bourgeois dictatorship. It is 
exactly adjusted to the practical measures of capital's 
offensive against the working class. 

B·ut how can we rec.oncile the sta tement of Ott'o 
Bauer on a '' count.er-revolutionary situation ''· with 
his other ·thesis that in Austria the bourgeoisie do not 
at present enjoy unlimited domination. It is pre
cisely in a '' counter-revolutionary situation '' that 
all the features of '' unlimited '' bo~rgeois dictator~ 
ship stand out in especially sharp relief. 

IS THERE A COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION 

IN AUSTRIAP 

It is another question as to whether there is a 
counter-revolutionary situation in Au.stria at all. 
Wha t are the characteristic signs of the victory _ of 
co11nter-revolution? There are three. 

Firstly, when the bourgeoisie, with the collabora
tion of social-democracy, have defeated the. working 
class and the toiling population in open struggle, 
temporarily crushing the rev·olution, they consoli~ate 
their ~ule bu·oyed up on the wave of an illl:proving 
eoonomic situation-an· improved situation: which 
helps the cGunter-revolution to grow into a more or 
less sta.ble regime of bourgeois dictatorship. 

Secondly, the intermediate classes and· social 
groups, ab.o,re all the urb·an petty bourgeoisiè and the 
peasantry, scared by the magnitude of the revolution, 
flock ·over to the ·side of the big b·ourgeoisie and form 
a united '' national front '' against the working class, 
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which has been defeated in the fight. It is precisely 
this circumstance which creates consolid·ation in tlie 
bourgeois oounter-revolutionary camp, when there is 
a certain amount of confusion in the camp of 
·revolution. 11 

Thirdly, the proletariat, which is isolated fr·om 
other classes des.erted by all its temporary ~llies, is so 
weakened, that for a number of ye·ars it is incapable 
of any further great class struggles. In the period 
of counter-revolution, it is not radicalizatio~ which 
takes place in the ranks of the working class, not the 
growth of a new revolutionary wave, but the ebb of 
the wave, a cert.ain swing of the masses to the ~ight. 

If we examine the situation in Austria from 'this 
point of view, it is · quite clear that the1·e cann-ot be 
any ; questio·n of a counter-revolutionary situation. 
Things in Austria are moving, objectively speaking, 
towards the maturing of a r·evolutiona.ry crisis. The 

., 

legend of a '' counter-revolutio·nary situation '' was 
invented by Otto B:auer so as to demobilize the 

• 
Austrian workers, to hinder their radicalization. 
What ki~d of ·a struggle can there be, anyway, if the 
Austrian proletariat finds itself face.d · with a counter
revolutionary situation P In the arsenal of Austrian 
social-dem,ocracy, the scare-crow of the counter
revolutionary situation is intended for the same part 
as the legend of '' the hand of god '' a t the tii.ne of 
th·e Black Death in the Middle .Ages. 

Characteristic for Austria is the f act that the 
great mass of the Austrian social-democratic wo·rkers, 
systematically restrained by social-democracy, have 
not f ought against the bourgeoi.sie ·as they should. 
When the working class came out, as it did, on its 
own initiative, on July 1·5, 1927, against the will of 
the aocial-dem.ocratic leaders, the movement did not · 
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spread, because social-democracy Undermined the 
struggle. The Austrian proletariat were not defeated 
in open fight. U nder the leadership of social
democracy, they have continually retreated. But it 
is not a movement to the Right which we see going 
on n·ow among the working class in Austria, but a 
sharp swing to the Left, which is c·ompelling Otto 
}3auer to make new zigzag nianœuvres on the question 
of the U.S.S.R., the united front, etc. This is the 
first point. 

The second point is that Austrian social-democracy 
has not solve.d and could not s·olve any of the tasks 
of the proletarian revolution in 1918, as, let us say, 
the bourgeoisie solved the tasks of the bourgeois rev~
lution in the nineteenth century in its own capitalist 
reactionary way. The gains won by the Austrian 
pr·oletariat in its str.uggle do not contain anything 
socialistic. Au~trian social-democracy deliberately 
announced these gains to be '' a bit of socialism,'' so · 
as to calm the pr·oletariat and keep them back from 
·proletarian revolution. The tasks o,f the proletarian 
revolution still remain to be solved. The Austrian . 
bourgeoisie are not faced with an improvenient in the 
ec,on·omic situation but with a decline. The general 
crisis of capitalism can and will be ende·d only by a . 
proletarian revolution. 

' 

Thirdly, only an agent of the bo11rge,oisie, anxious 
to scare the Austrian workers with lïalk of a '' counter
rev·olutionary situation,'' could speak of consolida
tion in the camp of the bourgeoisie, in the present 
conditions of world economic crisis. The growth of 
the fascist movement in Austria at the present time 
does not by any means signify the c·ons.olida tion of 
the bourgeoisie. If, on the one band, it is accom
panied by .an intensification in the methods of 
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political reaction, on th~ other hand it is also a 
symptom of the economic and political break-down of 
capitalism now beginning. 

The ravings of reaction only serve to show how 
uncertain is the bourgeoisie as to what to-morrow 
may bring. '' Autumn flies bite h.ardest 1 '' The dis
content of the masses of th~ petty bourgeoisie with 
the system of exploitation con1pels the fascists to 
speak to these masses in the language of anti
capitalist demagogy. But this demagogy is begin
ning to lose its credit among the masses. A break
down is maturing in the camp of f.ascism itself. 

THE TACTICS OF AVOIDING CIVIL W AR. 

In Austria there is no '' counter-revolutionary 
situation,'' but the Austrian social-democrats and 
Otto Bauer have done everything in their power to 
create one. They have led the working class of 
Austria from defeat to defeat by sounding a retreat 
with systematic regularity. The situation which has 
arisen in Austria to-day is the result of this policy. 
In Austria the bourgeoisie are attacking just because 
they know that Austrian social-democracy will not 
offer any real resistance, that its threats to use 
violence are empty, that Austrian social-democracy is 
only capable of violence against the revolutionary 
workers, that in the event of an Austrian July 20th, 
it will act in just the same way as did GerJilan social
c:lemocracy. The bourgeoisie know that Seitz, the 
Mayor of Vienna, is just about as '' capable '' of a 
revolutionary struggle as Severing or Grzesinski. 
And to remove any doubt on this, it is sufficient to 
recall the way that the Austrian workers have gone 
since 1918. There are certain 11istoric d~.te.s which the 
Âustrian working class has not the right to forget. 
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These are the dates when it was defeated without a 
fight, when the positions won by it in revolution were 
treacherously betrayed by Austrian social-democracy. 
Can they forget such dates as the '' self-disbanding '' 
of the Soviets of Workers" and Soldiers' Deputies, 
the disarming of· the Red battalions of national 
de.fence by the social-democratic minister Eldersch, 
and the shooting d·own of the demonstrations of 
workers-who we·re protesting against this measure P 

Let us take a f ew f acts from recent yeiars. 
May 17, 1927-The issue of arms to the workers 

f r·om the military arsenal. 

July 15, 1927-Direct betrayal of the Vienna 
workers' uprising. Otto Bauer favoured coalition 
with Seitz '' to liquidate the catastrophe.'' 

May 28, 1928-The Güte11berg pact which opened 
the factory gates to the f.ascists. 

October 7, 1928-Support for the first mass march 
of the fascist Heimwehr on Wiener Neustadt, and 
the bre·aking up of the counter-demonstration of the 
workers. 

December 7, 1929-Parliament votes for '' reform 
of the constitution,'' for emergency decrees, for 
recruiting the f ascist Heimwehr to help the police, 
for the use of armed f?rce against the workers, etc. 

February 2, 1930-Seitz permits a big fascist 
demonstration in spite of his own decree against all 
demonstrations. 

April 5, 1930 Parliament votes for the '' law 
against terror,'' i.e., in defence of strike-breakers and 
f ascism in the f actories. 

June 13, 1930 The law to disarm mass organiza
tions, which in practice disarmed the workers in face 
of the . openly arming fascists. 
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ay 28, 1931-The voting of a atate guarantee for 
the debts of Bothschild's Oreàitanatalt. 

October .8, 1931-The vote to give emergency 
economic powers to the reactionary Buresch sovern
ment. 

In view of these facts, let the Auatrian workers 
judge whether Communists are right in saying that 
A.ustrian sooial-democracy has worked tireleasly. to 
strengthen the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. ·And 
if the economic position of the bourgeoisie has never
theless been undermined by the criais, it is not the 
fault of Otto Bauer and his party, but the result of 
natural prooesses of the general criais of capitalism. 
If the A.ustrian workers wish to fix the moment at 
which Austrian fascism was born, they must seek: it 
on the day when the workets' Soviets gave way to the 
Austrian democratio parliament. The further efforts 
of Austrian social-democracy to drag the working 
class backwards have continually altered the relation-
ship of forces, and not alteréd them in favour of the 
proletariat. In Austria there has been no develop
ment from abstract democracy to bourgeois dictator
ship; what bas taken place is a shifting of forces 
withi · the framework of one and the aame bourgeois 
dictatorship. · 

. 
BllPUDIATION 01' VIOLBNOB 18 BBPUDIATION OP ,.JIB . 

OLASS STBUGGLB. 

Otto Bauer professes that the concessions made l>y 
the bourgeoisie to the working masses have chan~ 
the class characte~ of bourgeois domination. It is no 
longer t~e dictatorship pf the bo geoisie, but 
~mocracy. Terrified by the '"°tre of proie 
revolution in 1918, the boùrgeoisie of Oeat:ral 
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consented -to a number of big· reforms as the '' lesser 
evil '~ · to save capitalism and their own privilege~. 
But ·these '' ref.orms '' changed the class· character of 
the bourgeois dictatorship in Austria just as l.ittle as 
the ·introduction of the N.E.P. in - Russia, for 
example, changed the class character of the prole-:
tarian dictatorship in the· U .S.S.R. The policy of 
the bourgeois dictatorship depends, of course, on the 
relationship of. forces, but this relationship of forces 
is determined by the intensity of the· class str.uggle 
·waged by. the proletariat. If the Austrian proletariat, 
as a result of the 1918 revolution, secured big suc
cesses in Austria even within -the limits of the capi
talist system and tl1e bourgeois dicta torshi p, it was 
·precisely because in 1918, contrary to the wishes of 
the ·social-democratic leaders, it used revol~tionary 
methoas of violence, and overthrew the power of the 

· Austro-H.ungarian monarchy. Now, after the event, 
these · ref orms, won by the mass struggle of the work
ing class, are ascribed by the social-democrats to the 
virtues-.. of their · own policy of parliamentary reform, 
to the virtues of · .Â.ustrian democracy. But i.t was 
precisely .. the reformist ·and ·parliamentary policy· .of 

: Social~demOèracy : which led to the gradua! loss of all 
these gains. · · · · · 
· ·_. .-- Take any ·strike· as ·an example.·-· At the very d·awn 
of · the ·Russian . workers'· · m·ove.ment, · Lenin described 
the stri'ke ·as a school ·of · war. The strike is one of the 
:forms of class struggle in which· class :compulsion is a 
ch.aracteristic · ·factor. · · This compùlsion contains 
elements of ·a :certain ''violence '' .on ·the part of the 
·pro1etarian class · wliich· :is · :attempting ·to force its 
'demands · on: ~the · bourgeoisie.· · ·_ Who· is the a-gent· of 
.this·.· clas·s-compulsiori? 'fhe working mass itself . . It 
forces· the· strike ·upon· · the r·eformist trade unions, 
wh.1c~ uSilally resist ·u.ntil the ·last·moment before call~ 
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ing on the masses to struggle. The role of the 
ref ormist trade union leaders is to carry on negotia
tions. They conduct these negotiations with the 
obvious intention of breaking the ~truggle of the 
striking workers. But if the stubbornness · of the 
strikers nevertheless does not give way and .the 
employer makes some concessions, the reformist 
leaders seize on these concessions in order to dis
semina te disintegration in the stri~e front of the 
strikers, and very frequently they are able to carry 
the less ste.adfast elements with them for a premature 
agreement, and thus to break the strike. Having 
·broken the strike, the ref ormist leaders proudly 
1announce tha t the concessions won by the struggle of 
the strikers are the fruit of their '' wise '' and able 
policy of negotiation. They claim the results of the 
·workers' struggle as their own achievements. Cannot 
the same be said of the part played by social
democracy in regard to the conce·ssions made by the 
bourgeoisie in 1918 P These ref orms had ·a dual sig
nificance. F .or the Austrian proletariat, they were 
the modest gains of its \ revolution ; for social
democracy they were a means of splitting the revolu
tionary front of the working class and breaking the 
proletarian revolution in Austria. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, a strike 
does not pursue an ,untrammelled course of unim
peded ''compulsion.'' It cornes into conflict with the 
bourgeoisie's apparatus of violence which is on the 
side of the employers. The working masses reply with 
violence to the violence of the gendarmes and the 

• 

police. Violence is the soul of the revolutionary class 
struggle of the proletariat. Squeeze the soul out of 
the class struggle and the result is a, lot of liberal 
Bauerite jabbering about the class struggle which, 
in practice, replaces the class struggle .by the policy 
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of class collaboration. On March 5, 1852, Marx wrote 
to Weydemeyer that '' the class struggle will 
inevitably lead to the dictatorship of the proletariat.'' 
He who repudiates the dictatorship of the proletariat 
to-day also repudiates the class struggle of the pro
Ietariat. And he who removes the class struggle from 
the arsenal of defensive weapons of the working class 
will inevitably lead the proletariat into the same 
plight as the workers have been led to by Austrian 
social-democracy. It could not be otherwise, for the 
elass .struggle is an inalienable law of every class 
society. 

How can we explain the fact that tl1ere are so few. 
economic strikes in Austria and Germany except by 
the faet that Austrian and. German social-democracy 
have repudiated the class struggle in practice? In 
Poland, Spain and Greece, which are also în the 
throes of a severe economic crisis, the working class is 
carr~ing on strikes, gaining successes and holding up 
the offensive of the employers. In· Austria, where the 
wor~ing class is better organized than in other 
countries, where social-democracy has 700,000 mem
bers and the reformist trade unions have 580,000 
members, the working clas-s is retre.ating without 
a fight. And this capitulatiônist position adopted by 
Austrian s·ocial-democracy on the question of strikes 
is an integraI part of its capitulationist position on 
the question of the proletarian dictatorship. 

PREPARING THE ROUT OF THE PROLETARIAT. 

In the Linz program, Austrian social-democracy 
threatened to answer with violence if the ruling c1a88 

resorted tO violence first. Since then s-ocial-de·mocracy 
in Austria has repea tedly had good grounds to reply 
to violence. Su ch, for exam.ple, was tlie c.ase on 
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August 18, 1929, after the fi.rst fascist attack on the 
workers in St. Lorentz. Such . was the case on . 
September 13, 1931, during the Heimwehr Putsch. 
ln all these cases, social-democracy pref erred to 
employ methods of ''persuasion'' in dealing with the 
class enemy of the proletariat. The whole idea of 
these osténsibly '' ~,abian '' tactics is to lead the 
proletariat to defeat. 

The ruling classes are. proceeding to open civil 
war, but not on the spur of the moment, not at any 
tri:fling excuse. They are making preparations, assur:. 
ing themselves by a number of preliminary measures 
of those favourable positions which guarantee victory. 
They do not begin to shoot and provoke the oppressed 
masses until they have sufficiently disorganized and 
disarmêd the latter. E,rom month to month the ruling 
classes persistently get ready for violence on a large 
scale by a whole series of acts of '' violence '' on a 
smaller scale. And woe to the class which passively 
accepta to-day' s small acts of violence in the hope of 
resisting the '' grea t violence '' of to-morrow 1 Th~ 

tactic of the '' lesser evil '' reckons on just such a 
disarming of the ·proletariat. It conforma fully with 
the .. process of fascization which bas gone on in 
Austria during recent years, a;nd here, too, lies the 
real meaning of the . treacherous tactics of Austrian 
social-democracy. '' Attack '' and '' defense '' ? 
Where can you draw a elear line of demarcation 
between them in the class struggle or in war P The 
class which systematically retreats without holding up 
the enemy, withou~ ever launching an attaék," such 
a class, like an army in war, will inevitably be 
defeated. . r 
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OTTO BA UER AGAINST JACOBIN DEMOCRACY. 

· . Otto B1aue:r declares the proletarian dictatorship to 
be a specific form proper to the Russian revolution 
and the Russian proletariat. In support of this 
theory, he quotes a historical analogy. France, he 
says, got rid of the relies . of f eudalism by the Jacobin 
method, i.e., by a revolutionary democratic dictator
ship. But this method was no.t one which the bour
geoisie ef other countries were obliged to follow, for 
they carried. through their bourge.ois revolutions with
out employing Jacobin methods. The same .applies to 
the. proletarian dictatorship in the Soviet Union . 

. . 
· It is difficult to read such a statement without a 

sense of shame, because Otto Bauer here comes 
forward, after the event~ as a defender of the method 
b.y which the tasks of the bourgeois revolution are 
solved by reactionary means, by an agreement 
between ·the bourgeois and the feudal classes. Let us .. 

remember what was the essence of the Jacobin revolu-
tionary democràtic dictatorship. It consisted ,pre
cisely in the f act tha t the petty bourgeoisie and the 
plebeian elements in town and country seized the 
hegemony a:t the decisive moment of the revolution 
and succeeded '' by the blows of their terrible hammer 
in obliterating all the feudal ruins from the face of 

"' Fr·ance as if by magic.'' (Marx.) The Jacobin 
dictatorship solved the tasks of the bourgeois revolu
tion by the stern use of violence against the aris
tocracy, the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie, the 
reactionary clergy, the courtiers, the royal family, 
etc. It executed the monarchist plotters and c,onfis
cate~ · iheir prope1~ty. And this unflinching justice 
meted out to the old reactionary classes enabled it to 
roUse the . lower strata of the population to the 
struggle, and with their aid to · conquer counter-
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revolution at home and the coalition of armies of all 
Eur~pean reaction which were advancing upon revo
lutionary France. The French Revolution of 1793 
solved the tasks of the bourgeois revolution in a 
'' plebeian '' revolutionary-democratic m.anner, differ
ing in this respect, for example, from the revolution 
of 1848 in Germany, for the latter de~eloped nnder 
the leadership of the counter-~evolutionary liberal 
bourgeoisie-who betrayed the revolution by coming 
to term.s wi th the aristocracy. The revolution of 
1848 in Germany was incomplete. It not only failed 
to strike a real blow at the Junkers, but it paved the 
way for a counter-revolutionary solution of th.e task 
of the bourgeois transformation of Germany '' from 
above,'' under the leadership of the Junkers. The 
fact that the monarchy existed in Germany until 
November, 1918, tl1at the big Prussian landowners 
have remained untouched up to the present day, that 
the Junkers of East Prussia and the barons have a . 
strong influence on the policy of the Gérman republic 
in 1932, is ,a striking proof of this ,anti-democratic, 
counter-revolutionary solution of the tasks of ~he 
German bourge.ois revolution in 1848. 

It is no a.ccident that Otto Bauer attacks demo
cracy in this way. The fascization of social-democracy 
also finds its expression in the f act that in the epoch 
of monopoly capitalism, which has depriv:ed the bour
geoisie of the p~ibility of following that demooratic 
path which was characteristic of capitàlism during 
the historical period of its rise; social-democracy 
represents an anti~emoeratic party. It was precisely 
for this reason that German social-democracy in 1918 
did not c~rry the tasks of the bourgeois revolution to 
their logical conclusion, but left the Prussian Junkers 
in full possession of their economic foundations. It 
is just for this reason that t 1he Second International 
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is opposed to the plebeian demoorat!c method of 
solvîng the tasks of the bourgeois democratic revolu
tion in the colonies; it is for this reason that it sup
ports Chang-~ai-shek against tl1e S·oviet Red Army 
in China; it is for this reason that its leaders talk 
of the da.nger of upheavals in the colonies. 

VIENNA-A '' SOCIALIST '' ISLAND. 

Let us take the "trump card " of Austrian social
democracy-the municipality of Vienna. We know 
that throughout the whole ·post-war policy of Austrian 
social--0.emocracy, the municipality of Vienna has 
played the same part as the Prussian government 
played in the policy of German social-democraèy. If, 
in the opinion of "r els, the Prussian governme11t was 
the bulwark of the Weimar Constitution, the munici
pality of Vienna, which is in t ·he hands of the social
democrats, is, . i11 the opinion of Otto Bauer, the 
citadel of Austrian social-democracy and of the work
~ng class against the attack·s ·of fascism. Can it be 
.that the municipality of Vienna is a '' bit of 
socialism ''- within tl1e system of bourgeois dictator
shi p? If ·otto Bauer considers that the proletariat 
in socialist Austria, relying on its own . armed force, 
on. the support of the proletariat of the U .S.S.R. 
organized as the state of the proletarian dictatorship, 
on the support of the working class of Germany a.nd 
of· the whole world, would be unable to hold out more 
·than a few days, then how can the '' socialism '' of 
Vienna, absolutely unarmed, without even its own 
.police, ·how can it hold out as a citadel of '' socialism '' 
within the system of the capitalist state? The class 
character of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie in 
Austria is just as little altered by the fact that the 
Aujstrian social-democr.ats l1ave their S·eats in the 
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municipality of Vienna as was the character of the 
bourgeois dictatorship in Germany by the fact that 
the German social-democrats had their seats in the 
apparatus of the Prussian government • . . 

Tl1e municipality of Vienna is a part of the wllole 
system of the cwpitalist state. Its acts are based on 
the bourgeois laws of this state whîch protect capi
talist property. I ts '' ref orms '' and its measures 
may introduce certain .correctives into the way the 
requirements of the great toiling masses of Vienna's 
population are met, but the class character of the 
municipality of Vienna as a branch of the ·capitàlist 
state îs not changed by them. If a social-deJl1'>cratic 
chauffeur drives a car belonging to a transport oom
pany, the machine ·does not become an instrument of 
socialist production. And if Seitz is commissioned by 
the bourgeoisie to direct the municip.al ~conomy of 
Vienna, this economy does not thereby acquire a 
socialist character. On the contrary, it is subject to 
all the laws of capitalism. The economic crisis has the 
same influence upon it as it has upon a priva~ enter
prise. It feels the pressure of the law of capitalist 
competition. Just like a private company, it .cuts 
down the. number of workers employed in the 
municipal enterprises, lowers wages, reduces the 
quantity and quality of municipal services at the 
disposa} of the working population; cuts down house
building, closes '' surplus '' schools, etc. The ·same 
thing happens with municipal '' socialism '' aa with 
co-ope.rative '' socialism '' in capitalist society. It is 
merely a branch in the whole system of capitalist 
economy. And if the ·social-democrats in the -munici
pality of Vienna were conscientiously concerned with 
really helping the working population, not a single 
Communist proletarian would hurl reproaches at such 
a municipality. 



But the social-democrats disseminate illusions 
among the masses through their theories that Vienna 
is a socialist island in the midst of a capitalist ocean. 
In the municipality, the social-democrats carry on 
the same policy of co11ciliation with the bourgeoisie as 
in the Austrian parliament. They corne into daily 
contact with the representatives of the bourgeoisie, 
talk to them notas revolutionaries who are compelled 
for the time being to live in capitalist society, but as 
people who have one and the same platform-that of 
a commonwealth '' above classes.'' When social
democracy pen~trate.d into the municipality of 
Vienna, it left the whole reactionary apparatus 
untouched. w e know that social-democratic officiais 
in the service of a capitalist government are gradually 
trained to look upon themselve-s as part and parcel of 
the whole state apparatus. They assimilate them
selves into the new environment, take on the same 
shade of political opinion, the same habits, the same 
manœuvres, the same manner of lif e as their 
fascist and semi-fascist petty-bourgeois surroundings. 
'' Being determines consciousness.'' The social
democratic official is gradually taught to look upon 
himself as one who embodies the sovereignty of the 
state, becoming permeated with a psychology proper 
toits servant and defender. It seems to him that the 
proletariat ought to feel bles.sed by history because 
he, the '' socialist,'' has wormed his way into the 
apparatus of the ·capitalist state. For him, the 
interests of the state overshadow everything. This 
idea of the state stands above classes or people. The 
idea of the state is his '' instrument of production '' 
by means of which he creates respect and esteem for 
himself in capitalist society. Witl1out tl1is state, he 
is nothing. If he is thrown out to-morrow, he 'is the 
dust of the earth, and therefore if the fascist party 
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cornes into power to-morrow, he can change colour 
without much difficulty. 

It is in this light of a '' regeneration '' that we 
should regard the fascization of those numerous strata 
among the social-democrats who have grown into the 
state apparatus of the bourgeois dictatorship. After 
July 20th, the Papen-Schleicher government in 
Germany replaced the chiefs but allowed large 
numbers of social-democratic officials to remain at 
their posts, knowing that these people would prove 
true and faithful servants of f ascist reaction. This , 

stratum of social-democratic officials who have been 

' 

recruited for . years past f rom among the '' best 
people '' in the social-democra tic party, for ms a 
living bridge from social-democracy to fascism. 

But this stratun1 is not made of iron and steel. 
It is not indifferent to the benefits of life which capi
talist society pro:ff ers anyone not ·afraid to exceed the 
law somewhat. Municipal economy is connected witl1 
all kinds of con.tracts and deliveries from private 
firms, which extends a wide fiel~ of action to those 
who consider the good of "the state and their own 
persona! advantage identical. In capitalist so·ciety, 
corruption is a natural phenomenon like unemploy
ment, prostitution, venereal disease, tuberculosis, etc. 
The Sklarek case, which caused such a sensation in 
Germany, only raised the fringe of the curtain, 
affording a glimpse of the backstairs activities of the 
corrupt '' socialist '' municipal politicians, who differ · 
little from their bourgeois colleagues in their a varice 
and feverish greed for personal gain. 

But, it may be asked, what relation has all this . 
to the starving unemployed social-democratic worker 
of Vienna who is sitting \\"Ïth his family witJi.out 
bread, without potatoes or coal in winter-time P 
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Where are his '' socialist gains '' now ? Wha t -does 
he gain from the fact that Seitz and the s~ial
democratic officials are in the municipality of Vie·nna P 
Social-democracy takes pride in the fact that it taxed 
Rothschild in Vienna. But the Soviet workers took 
everything from the Rothschilds, and handed it over 
to the toilers. Social-democracy boasts that it has 
dev·eloped cheap housebuilding in Vienna. But in 
Vienna, of 1,200,000 rooms, only 500,000 are for 
workers; the remainder constitute the luxurious 
quartera of rich and well-to-do elements, i.e., a mere 
handful of the population. Contrast this with the 
proletarian revolution in the U .S.S.R. wl1ich has 
raised up millions of Russian workers and peasants 
from surroundings of lice and filth, giving them access 
to the palaces of the tsar and of the :financial mag
na tes. In Moscow, at the centre, the industrial 
workers formed only 3-5 per cent. o·f the population 
before the revolution, whereas now they are the 
owne.rs of all the bouses in the Rea capital. Let the 
social-democratic workers o·f Vienna observe what the 
Soviet power has done to build bouses for the workers 
,in the Donbas, in Baku and in other cities. They 
say that in 1922 the municipality of Vienna opened 
sanatoriums with 2,500 beds for consumptives. But 
in 1931, at the very time when tuberculosis wa.s begin
ning to clai~ victims right and left among the 
workers, the number of beds was reduced to 1,000. 
In the U.S.S.R. all the palace·s of the ricl1 and the . 
grand dukes in· the Crimea, all the sanatoriums in 
the old health resorts are now at the sole disposa! of 
the toilers. They say that Vienna, led .by Seitz, bas 
made improvements in the working-class quartera of 
the city. What has been done by the Soviet power 
to improve the working-class quarters P The main 

. attention of the munic.ipal soviets bas been conce·n-



trated on this task. The first improvements to be 
introduced into working-class quarters were, as a 
rule, street cars, water supply and sewerage. New 
street car systems have been built in large working
class centres such as Baku, Grozny, Sverdlovsk, 
Makeyevka, Molotovo, Chelyabinsk, Stalino, etc. 
Many palaces, clubs, day nurseries, schools, sana
toriums, clitiics, hospitals, forest schools, rest homes, 
par~s of culture a.nd rest, universities, f actory, 
kitchens, etc., etc., have been built. All for the 
workers, for their wives and children ! They say that 
'' socialist '' Vienna is redeeming winter clothing 
from the pawnshops for some categories of the unem
ployed. But the U.S.S.R. has developed a speed of 
'industrialization, socialist construction, unprece
dented in the history of mankind, destroying the 
tèrrible scourge of unemployment entirely on one
sixth of the globe. They say that Vienna bas 
devel~ped a school system. In the U.S.S.R., 
2,500,000 workers and peasants are studying in 
universities, colleges, workers' faculties and trade 
schools at the expense of the government. One half 
of the whole population of the country is taking part 
in some f orm of study. The circulation of news
pa pers has increased from 2, 700,000 to 40,000,000. 
During the Iast ten years, thirty billion rubles have 
been spent on social and cultural construction. And . 
what is the Soviet power doing in t1ie matter of 
mastering technical knowledge P During the last 
three Iears the number of engineers and technicians 
in the country has increased four-fold. In 1930 there 
were 68,000 engineers and technicians in heavy 
industry alone, while in 1932 the number had 

· increased to 228,000. Seventy per cent. of the 
students in Soviet universities are industrial workere 

1 

and colleotive farmers. 
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IS THii WOBXING CLASS BBSPONSIBLB l'OB THB DDJIAT 

01' D•KOOBAOY p 

And yet Otto Bauer wonders why '' democracy '' 
has lost prestiie among the workers. Almost a 
centu:ry and a half haa passed since the great French 
Revolution. The international working class has seen 
'' democracy '' at work. Through its own experience, 
it has corne to realize its true nature. 

Since 1918 the Austrian workers have su1tained 
more than one blow from this '' democracy,'' i.e., 
capitalism in the republican form t1f the bourgeois 
dictatorship. But since then they have seen the pro-

· ietarian revolution in the U.S.S.R. They have seen 
the party of the working class in the U.S.S.R., the 
Bolshevik Party, tackling the gigantic work of . 
socialist construction. Socialism in the U .S.S.R. has 
not yet completely killed the faith of the international 
working class in '' democracy,'' but it is killing it 
every day, and will ultimately kill it for good. And 
the fact that the Austrian workers are not showing 
enthusiasm in the def ense of '' democracy '' now is no 
proof at ail of a counter-revolutionary situation, bu~ 
is an expression of the process of radicalization going 
on among the working class. This is only the first 
stage of radicalization as yet, in which the repudia
tion· of democracy bas not yet turned into revolu
tionary action on the part of the masses. The central 
question is whether the social-democrats will be able 
to restrain the transition of the masses from the 
repudiation of d mocracy to the revolutionary 
struggle for the pr arian dictatorship. If we sup
pose that social-democracy might succeed Ji this, it 
would mean nothing more or less than the victory of 
fascism. Fascism would conquer-and oould not 
help conquering, if there · were complete passivity on 
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thè part of the working cl.ass which has lost its faith 
in bourgeois democracy. And theref ore Otto Bauer 
and his party, by doing everything possible to prevent 
ihis transition, dragging the working class backwards 
to an objectively hopeless cause which 1s historically 
out-of-date, are only assisting fascism. 

And now Otto Bauer .fastens responsibility on the 
workers for the bankruptcy of social-democracy'a 
policy. If fascism is increasing in Austria, then it is 
just because the workers are not defending democracy 
enough. If Braun, Severing and Grzesinski were 
thrown out of the Prussian government, it was 
because the German working class did not move a 
finger to prevent it. But why should the German 
workers '' defend '' Grzesinski and Severing when 
they are not defended by their own Parte·ivorstand, • 
when they are not defended by their own social
democratic police, when both they themselves and the 
Parteivorstand shun any '' defense '' of the masses 
like the plague, realizing that working-class mass 
action will go beyond mere def ense of the Prussian 
government and lead to a struggle against the capi
talist system in general P If the Communist Party of 
Germany called on tl1e working masses to act against 
the Papen-Schleicher government in reply to J uly 
20th, it was not for jïhe purpose of bringing Grzesinski 
in triumph to the Berlin Polizei presidium and 
Severing to the Prussian Ministry of Home Aff airs 
on their backs, but in order to resist reaction in the 
form of both its wings-Papen-Scbleicher on the one 
·band and Grzesinski-Severing on the other. The 
German workers have learned to know the police 
methods of · Severing' s '' democracy '' f rom their 
own experiènce. To the unemployed in their demon· 
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strations, it was immaterial whether they werè 
beaten with rubber clubs at the orders of Severing, 
or thoae of Schleicher. The closing down of the Oom
munist Press was practised by the government of 
Braun and Severing no less than that of Schleicher. 
The attack on social insurance, on the wages of the 
German working class, began at the time when Braun 
and Severing were in the Prussian government. 
Schleicher's fascist dictatorsh-ip grew organically out 
of Severing's '' democracy,'' continuing its rea~ 
tionary course of action. And now that the s~w._ 

democratic Prussian government has ftnally com-
. promized itaelf as the servant of reaction, Otto Bauer 
demands that the German workers should :&ght and 
shed. their bloOd for Braun and Severing. 

• 

WHO DU'BNDS DEKOORAOY p 

History is full of examples in which an extreme 
reactionary party deliberately pute forward another, 
slightly less, reactionary party as a pawn into the 
f orèground of the political arena, in order to com
promize the latter in the eyes of the masses by the 
use of repreSBion, so a8 to aweep it away and occupy 
its place. When the bourgeois republic led by 
Cavaignac destroyed the July revoit of the Paris 
proletariat i~ 1848, the fate of that same bourgeois 
rëpublic was sealed. N apoleon the Little knew on 
December 2, 1852, just as Schleicher knew on July 20, 
1932, that the masses will not Ùlove in order to defend 
the '' leaser evil.'' 

The '' less '' reactionary party, which destroys the 
extreme Left, is preparing its own doom, paving the 
way for extreme reaction. The moderate wing of the 
boµrgeoisie, which sent the Jacobins to the guillotine 
in the The:rmidor day~ of the French :Q,~volu.tioa, 
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pa~ed tlie way not only for the N apoleonic EmpirM-e-
bu t also for the monarchist restoration. The Austrian 
social-democratic workers should fi.rmly grasp these 
lassons- of history. They · must understand that the 

.real defender 9f democracy is not he who says that 
he is def ending the republic against the fascist 
dictatorship, defending democracy against fascism. 
Cavaignac was, subjectively speaking, the same 
epublican general as Otto Bauer is a supporter of 

>imocracy_ but both of them, by adherin~ in a con
n~vative manner to the existing political forms, were 
in reality paving the way for the victory of reaction. 
The Communist workers who struggle against the 
bourgeois republic and bourgeois democracy for pro
letarian democracy are doing more to bar the path 
to fascism than all the social-democratic party with 
îts daily declamations about '' democracy.'' It is not 
the extreme Left and the '' extrema '' revolutionary 
tactics which lead to reaction, .as the social-dem~ratic 
press claims every day. Wha t leads to reaction is the 
capitulattonist policy of conciliation with reaction, 
which Austrian social-democracy has pursu~d for 
many y~ars. · But social-democracy pr~ented ~l;iis 
policy to the masses as the guarantee of the salvation 
of democracy. Why, theri, has '' democracy '' suier.ed 
such defeata at the present time in Austria f · 

THE UNITED FRONT. 

Wha.t has prevented Aus~ian- social-democraoy 
f rom u tilizing to the full the fruits of its tactics in 
the matter of saving '' democracy '' P Maybe· it was 
the CommunistsP Maybe it was they who split the 
'' democratio '' front of the working class P 

We know that this false argument is produced 
against the Communist Party of Germany by the 
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German social-democrats. But in Austria the situa
tion is different. Here the Communists have not yet 
r'eally tackled the task of w.inning over a majority of 
the working class, as they have done in_ Germany. 
Here the Communists are still in a minority. Accord
ing to the boast of Otto Bauer, Austrian social
democraoy has almost a monopoly in the :r:anks of the 
Austrian workers. The unity 1of the working class, 
according to Otto Bauer, h~s become an accomplished 
f act in the ranks of A1tstrian sOcial-democracy. Let 
us suppose for a moment that this is the case. But 
then, what a terrible responsibility falls on that 
party which possessès a monopoly f o~ the application 
of its methods of '' barring '' the path to fascist 
reaction 1 Why is it that rèaction has conquered in 

·Austria with its '' united '' workers' movement just 
as it bas done in Germany where there ·is a split in 
the working classP 

Possibly the cause of the Austrian proletariat's 
weakness is to be found in the splitting of the inter-. 
·national workera' movementP Possibly the responsi-
-bility ·for the bankruptcy of .A.tistrian social-demo
eracy' s policy falls on the proletariat of the U .8.S.R., 
w·hich has ''split '' the world working-class movement 
by taking thé path of proletarian revolution P No, 
comrâ.des, it is not here a question of cleavage, but of 
the fact that one part of the working class, under the 
influence . .of social-democraoy, is entering into a bloc 
with the bourgeoisie against the other part of the 
working class, tli~ Communist part, and if the 
working class in Austria still retains some vestiges of 
'' democracy,'' it is just because a mighty bulwark 
against world reaction exists on one-sixth of the 
globe. What would the capitalist world be like if this 
p:roletarian bulwark did not exist P Where would the 

, ·policy of· social-democracy have led the international 
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working classP If there is as yet no new imperialist 
war, if the capitalist offensive has not converted the 
European workers into Chinese coolies and Indian 
pariahs in spite of all the capitulationist tactics of 
international social-democracy, if f ascism is not 
triumphant along the whole front, it is just because 
the government of proletarian dictatorship which is 
victoriously constructing socialism stands as a 
counterpoise to world capital and world reaction, 
because the organized movement of World Com
munism, united into the world-wide Party of the 
Communist International, is barring the path of 
world reaction. Th·e whole capitalist world is seized 
with terror before the spectre of Communism and 
Proletarian Revolution. 

But the importanée of the organized Communist 
movement does not consist only in the tremendous 
echo which its slogans meet with among the working 
masses of all countries. This importance is to be 
attributed to the tenets of the Communist Inter
national-the tenets of irreconcilable class struggle. 
Whet~er the Communist workers in capitalist 
oountries succeed in forqiing a broad united front 
with the social-democratic workers or not, the Com
munists will :fight just as devotedly against the capi
talist offensive, against fascism, against war, as they 
have fought up· till now. They will always be an 
active factor against reaction in all its forms. It is 
not the Communiste who are holding things up ! In 
places where they have not formally entered the 
'' united front,'' they ha~e done everything that lay 
in their power for this united front of working-class 
struggle, making tremendous sacrifices for the cause 
of the working class. In places where the social
democratic workers are commencing the struggle 
against th~ bourgeoisie, no power wielded by the 
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· social-democratic authorities will prevent the Com
munists from standing shoulder to shoulder with the 
social-democratic workers in this struggle. 

1.'he problem of the united front encounters 
the attitude of tlie social-democratic workers. There 
cannot be a united front if there is no class struggle 
of the proletariat which standi in profound contradic
tion to the whole policy of Austrian social-democracy 
and its leader, Otto Bauer. But the united workers' 
front of Communist and social-democratic workers 
would increase the fighting f orce-s of the working class . 
inany-fold. It would permit the proletariat not only. 
to hold up the attack of the enemy, but to take the 
offensive itself. Let the ·millions of social-democratic 
workers only refiect what the international working 
class would represent riow, with its vast mass 
organizations, basing itself on the proletarian revolu
tion of the U.S.S.R., if such a united front of struggle 
on the basis of the class struggle were really brought 
about. And if the Communist Parties were really 
confronted with social-democratic organizations whose 
leaders now adopted the standpoint of the class 
struggle like the rank and file masse,s, the duty of the 
Communist Parties would be to conclude an agree
ment in order to bring about a united front with 
these leaders. But this state of nffairs does not exist. 
It is just for this reason that the broad working 
masses, whose class instinct impels . them to unity in 
the class struggle, must take the initiative of the 
united front into their own hands. The establish
ment of the united front must be the cause of millions 
of workers. And we Communis~ know that thus and 
thus -alone will the unity of the international working 
class be restored. We Communists expose our ideas, 
our program, our demands, our methods of struggle, 
our tactics, to the verdict of the masses. W e believe 
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in the masses, we believe in t~eir class consciousness 
and their revolutionary sense. It is precisely we 
Communists who stand for the broadest rank and file 
democracy in carrying out the united front. CaD. the 
social-democratic leaders say the sameP Why do 
they, who have shouted so much about the me~hods of 
'' orders from Moscow,'' from the Comintern, not 
wish to put the decision of the question of the united 
working-class front into the · hands of the masses P 
What has becom·e of all the declarations about demo-. 
cracy inside the working class? Why are they so 
afraid of the public verdict of the proletariatP 

Otto Bauer proposes to bring about the un~ted 
front by me ans of direct negotia tions ~ith'' Moscow.'' 
Negotiationtl with whomP With Otto Bauer, with 
Dr. RennerP lt is not woith the trouble. .Since 
191~-18 the Communists have forgotten nothing-but 
they have learned a great deal. If it is a question of 
social-democratic meetings of the rank and file 
workers in the f actories, the Comintern would not be 
carrying out its elementary duty if i't did not discuss 
with these workers how to organize the united front 
with the rank and file workers better, what difliculties 
need to· be .overcome, in order to bring about a united 
class struggle. W e Communists would listen most 
attentively to the criticism of these social-democratic 
work~rs who have been connected for years with 
Austrian social-democracy. And we are .convinced 
that, as people of one class, we should ·:find a common 
class language. Such a comradely discussion could. 
only he1p to overcome the psychological aloofneas 
which is artificially in:flamed by the social-democratic 
leaders a~ong the social-democratic workers, and 
would hasten the format~on of the united front of the 
Austrian workers' movement. But- the united front 
of struggle cannot be replaced by the Comintern 
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'' from above.'' It can only be formed from -below. 
And if Otto Bauer transfers ,the centre of the ques- . 
tion of the f ormatidn of the united front of struggle 

. -
to nègotiations between the '' two Internationals,'' it 
is· preCisely because he wants to break the united 
front : of · the working class which is already being 
formed in· a numher of countries. Otto Bauer 
promises the ,Austrian workers that these negotia
tions will become ·possible in another and more serious 
situation, i.e., at the time of a war of the imperialist 
world against the Soviet Union. ·' If Otto Bauer has 
already spoken so ·openly · àbout war, we think it 
neoessary · to reply to him with the same frankness 
whât ·we also are thinking ·about the position of inter
national social-delnocracy in case "of a war against 
the Soviet Union .. ·· We do not d6ubt.that the working , 
class -of the whole world·, hundreds of thousands and 
millions of sociàl-democratic Workers among them, 
will be· on the aide of the Soviet Union when the capi
talist world~ attacks it, · irr~spective of what position 
is occupied by the. Second ; International. But we 
have also· no doubt that the· ·leaders of the social
democra tic party and ite high0r function&ries will 
deal a stab in the back at the proletariat ·of the 
U.S.S.R., will come out on the side of the bourgeoisie 
iii this war j11st as they' came out on its side during 
the war 1 of 1914. The treachery :of ·international 
social-democracy . in~ 1914 was not a mere . chance or 
transitory oecurrerice~ It has been borne· out by the 
whole post-war · evoluti0n of· international èocial .. 

I 

democracy, ·by July 20th, -by its whole attitude regard .. 
ing the question · of the · U .s~s.R. ·. There mày.· be 
individual deserters, there may be shades of difference 
in their positions, as there are now, but the leading 
sections Gf the whole Second International will be on 
the other side of the barricade. It 'is not Otto Bauer 
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who will express the opinion of these sections, but 
·people like Noske. The Otto Bauers will only conceal 
by their '' Left '' phrases, the open services which 
they render to reaction on the ·same scale as N oske. 

War, like proletarian revolution, creates a single 
line of barricades between the classes. It is impos
sible to be between the two camps. Anyone who is 
prepared in advance to join the line of defence of 
the Soviet Union and proletarian revolution will not 
talk to the masses to-day in the language of Otto 
Bauer. He will act and talk like those workers who 
are fi.ghting alongside the Communists against f asoism 
and the capitalist offensive in a number of European 
countries. The Communiste call on their class 
brothers, the social-democratic proletarians, to t~ke 
this line. The Aùstrian and .German Communists say 
to them : Brothers, welded to us by comm·on want, 
oppreBsion and exploitation, we·, like you, wish for 
unity and we call on you to stand together against 
ca,.pital in one steel united phalanx. We do not want 
to manœuvre in our relations with you, but to :fight 
ehoulder to shoulder with you for onr coin.mon class 
cause. We Communiste are not trying to break up 
your unity, we are not trying to undermine your 
mass strength, but to give to the unity and mass 
st·rength of the working class that basis of class 
struggle, without which this strength will become 
weakness, while '' unity '' will be exploited by the 
Otto Bauers for collaboration with the bourgeoisie. 
And if we succeed in forming this united front 
together with you, we shall secure the victory of the 
working class over capitalism. 
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RESOLUTION OF PRESIDIUM 
THE SITUATION IN E.C.C.I. ON 

GERMANY (April 1st) 

I N the conditions of the tremendous sharpening of 
the economic .and political situation in Germany, 
when, on the one hand, the Commu11ist Party 

had already become a t:remendous force in the work
ing class, and a revolutionary crisis was rapidly 
maturing, when, .on the other hand, the deep contra
dictions an1ong the ruling classes themselves had 
become clear and the Fascist ·dictatorship in the· shape 
of the von Papen and Schleicher Government was not 
in a position to stop the growth ,of Communism and 
find a.ny way out of the ever-intensifying economic 
crisis, the German bourgeoisie delega te.d the establish
ment ·of an open Fascist dictatorship to the Fascist 
Hitler and his ''National Socialist '' Party. 

The victory .of Hjtler and the establishment of the 
power of the ''National S·ocialists '' was possible 
owing to the following circumstances. 

German Social-Democracy, which had the support 
of the majority of the pr.oletariat in the November 
Revolution of 19i8, split the working class. 

Instead of carrying the revolution forward to the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and Socialism, \vhicl1 
was the duty of a workers' party, it, in alliance with 
the bourgeoisie and the generals of the Kaiser, sup
pressed the uprising of the re~olutio11ary masses and 
laid the b.asis for a prof ound split in the working class 
of Germany. . , . 

In the conditions of imperialism and still more so 
in a country which had been defeated in the im
perialist war and whose capitalism had been deeply 
undermine·d by the general crisis of the capitalist 
system, the Weimar '' democratic '' bourgeois re
public C?~ld only be a reactionary dictatorship of the 
bourgeo1s1e. 

Continua! and gradua! concessions to reaction, a 
gradua! repeal of one point of the constitution after 
another, of o~e gain of the workers after another, the 
gradua! Fascisation of the w4ole apparatus of the 
State, so greatly aiscredited t;Iie Weimar coalition and 
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the Weimar republic that it lost all serious signifi
cance in the eyes of the broad masses. 

lt can be understood, therefore, that at a time of 
the most intense economic crisis, which increased the 
burden of the external Versailles national oppression, 
and when, due to tlie Social-Democrats, the working 
class was split and consequently not strong enough to 
carry the urban petty-bourgeoisie and the peasant 
masses with it--there was bound to arise, and actually 
there did arise~ a tempestuous outburst of German 
nationalism and Chauvinism which considerably 
strengthened the political situation of the bourgeoisie 
and brought to the surf ace the most demagogic 
nationalist party-the party of tl1e ''National 
Socialists.'' 

The Comm11nist workers organised and carried on a 
struggle against the capitalist and Fascist offensive. 

They supported ev·en the slightest action of the 
Social-Democratjc \Vorkers against capit.al, wherever 
such actions took place. 

In pursuing its line of struggle for the rev~lu
tionary unity of the working class against the Social-

. Democratic united front with the bourgeoisie the 
Communist Party, as the only revolutionary leader of 
the German prolet.a.riat, in spite of the strike-breaking 
tactics of Social-Democracy, called on the working 
class for a general 'political strike on July 20th, 1932, 
when the ~.,ascists dispersed ihe Social-Democratic 
Prussian Government, and on J anuary 30th, 1933, 
when Hitler came into power in Germany. · 

In order to carry on this strike, the Communist 
Party proposed a united front to the Social-Demo
cratic Party and the reformist trade unions. 

The development of the struggle of the working 
class against the bourgeoisie and Fascism, and a gene
ral strike, would have caused the hesitating toiling 
masses of peasants and the urban petty-bourgeoisie to 
follow the proletariat. 

But the Social-Democrats, continuing their pre
vious policy, and directing themselves to fur.ther col
la bora tian \vitl1 the bourgeoisie, fettered the initiative 
of the masses through the network of centralised 
organisatio~s which followed their lead-first· of all the 
ref ormist trade unions. 

The bot1rgeoisie was able, witho11t serions resist·-
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ance, to hand over the Governmental power in the 
' country to the National Socialists, who acted against 

the working class by the me-thods of provocation, 
bloody ·terror and political banditry. 

In analysing the conditions for a victorious upris
ing of the working class, Lènin said that a dec1sive 
ha ttle can be considered as fully ma tur~e -

IF '' ail the class forces which are hostile tous have 
become suffieiently entangled, have sufficiently come. 
into conflict with ea~Ji otherf have sufficiently we3.~
ened themselves by a strugg e which is beyond the1r 
strength '' ; 

IF '' all the vacillating, hesita·ting, unstable, inter
mediate· elements, i.e., the petty-bourgeoisie, petty- , 
bourgeois democrac1 as distinguished f rom the bour
geoisie, have suffic1ently exposed themselves to the 
people, have sufficiently disgraced themselves by their 
practical bankruptcy '' ; 

IF '' among the working class mass sentiment has 
begun, and is rising strongly, in favour of supporting 
the most decisiveh supremely bold and revolutionary 
activity against t e bourgeoisie; . · · 

'' Then the revolution has matured, and if we have 
properly taken into account all the conditions men
tioned above ... and have properly seleoted the 
moment, our victory is assured.'' 

The characteristic f ea-:ture of tl1e circurnstances of 
the time of the Hitler coup was that these conditions 
for a victorious rising had not yet managed to mature 
at that moment. They only existed in an embryonic 
state. 

As for the vanguard of the working class-the Com
munist Party-it did not wish to slip into rash adven
tures, and of cql)rse could not compensate for the 
missing factors b~ its own actions. 

'' It is impossible to win with the vanguard alone4'' says Lenin. '' To throw the vanguard alone into tne 
decisive fi.ght while the whole of the class, the whole of 
t:b,e broad masses, have not occupied the position 
either of direct support of the vanguard or at least of 
friendly neutrality towards it ... would not only be 
foolish but a crime.'' 

Suc'b. were the circumstances which decided the re
treat of. the working c~ass and the. vic~ory of the party 
of the counter-revolut1onary Fasc1sts in Germany. 

Thus, in the last analysis, the establishment of the · 
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rascist dictatorship în Germàny îs the result of the 
Social-Dem9cratic policy of collaboration wîth the 
bourgeoisie throughout the whole period of existence 
of the Weimar Republic. 

The Social-Democrats repeatedly stated tha.t they 
would not object to Hitler coming into power in a 
'' constitutional '' manner. But after Hitler assumed· 
power, '' Vorwaerts,'' on Fèbruary 2nd, stated that 
without Socîal-DJ~mocracy a person like Hitler could 
not have become Chancellor of the Reich . 

. Wels stated the san1e thing on March 23rd7 in his 
declaration in the Reichstag, in which he sa1d that 
the services Social-Democracy had rendered to the 
'' National Socialists '' · 'vere very great, because it 
was thanks to the policy that Social-Democracy pur
sued that Hitler was able to corne to power. 

There is no need to mention Leipart, Loebe and 
other Social-Democratic leaders who completely sup
port the Fascists. 

The Communist Party was right in giving the 
name of Social-Fascists to the Social-Democrats. 

But the Fascist Dictatorship, basing itse]f on 
armed gangs of National Socialists and '' Steel Hel
mets '' and commencing civil war ag.ainst the work
ing class, abolishing all the rights o·f the proletariat, 
is at the same time smashing the Social-Democratic 
theory that it is possible to win a parliamentary 
majorîty by means of elections and to develop peaçe
fully towards Socialism 'vithout revolution. 

It is destroying the Social-Democratic theory of 
class collaboration with the bourgeojsie and the policy 

. of the '' lesser evil,'' and is destroying all the demo
cra tic illusions among the broad masses of workers. 

It is proving that the Government is not a super
structure rising above classes, but a weapon of the. 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, that the real State 
power is the armed bands of storm tro.ops, '' Steel 
Helmets,'' polic·e and officers, who are governing in 
the name of the bourgeoisie and the Junkers. 

The working class is actually becoming convinced 
that t4e Communists were right when for a number 
of years tl1ey fought against democratic illusions, 
against the Social-Democratic policy of the '' lesser 
evil '' and collaboration with the bourgeoisie. 

Meanwhile, the frantic dictatorship of Hitler, 
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\vhich has started civil war in the country, cannot 
solve a single political and economic question of con
t emporary Germany. 

The pqverty and want of the masses are increasing 
day by day. 

The position of industry is growing worse because 
t he adventurous policy of the Government is only 
accelerating the contraction of tl1e home and foreign 
market. 

There are not, and there cannot be, any prospects 
of a serions reduction of unemployment. There is no 
possibility of givi11g work and employment to all the 
adherents of the National Socialists. In place of the 
National Socialists who are given jobs, other workers 
will be dimissed. 

The continuation of the moratorium until October 
and the introduction of quotas on imports of agricul
tural products, can only satisfy a small section of the 
most well-to-do peasants for a very short period, but 

'cannot stop growth of want, poverty and discontent 
among the broad peasant masses. 

The demagogic attacks on the big stores and 
Jewish capital cannot help the impoverished pett)~
bourgeoisie, wl1ose position will grow proportio11ately 
worse with the further fall of the purchasing power of 
the home market. 

The giving· of microscopie help to the needy with 
bread and pork was only a sop for the elections. In 
view of the worsening economic situation, the increase 
of unemployn1ent relief by two marks a month, cannot 
but be taken back. , 

I t is becoming clear tha t Hitl~r is leading Ger
many to economic catastrophe, which is becoming 
more and n1ore inevitable. 

The -National Socialist movement grew up first of 
all as a nationalist and Chau1rinist movement of the 
petty-b.ourgeoisie and part of the peasant masses, led 
by officers and Government officials from the Kaiser' s 
days against the Versailles Treaty. -

The two months in which Hitler has been in power 
ha,~e been just o~e chauvinist tirade against prole
tarian internationalism and against '' world Bol-
shevism.'' . 

It is a policy of sharpening relations with all coun
tries \vitl1out discrimination. Such a policy will not 
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only fail to strengthen Germany, but will weaken it 
still further and isolate it. 

/ 

Tl1e atiïempts of the Government to violate the 
Versailles Treaty under such conditions and to obtain 
successes in foreign policy, even if only unity with 
Austria, so as .to raise its pres~igez will le~d only.to a 
further sharpening of the· whole 1nternat1onal situa
tion and a tremendous growth of the war danger. 

Every day of the Hitler G·overnment will reveal 
with greater clearness the ma11ner in which the masses 
who follow Hitler have been tricked. 

Every day will show with greater clearness that 
Hit]er is leading Germany to catastrophe. 

The present period of calm after the victory of 
Fascism is temporary. , 

The revolutionary upsurge in Germany will in
evitably grow in spite of the Fascist terror. The re
sistance of the masses to Fascism is bound to increase. 
The establishment of an open Fascist Dictatorship, by 
destroying all the democratic illusions among :the 
masses and liberating th from the influence of 
social-democracy, accelerates the rate of Germany's 
dev.elopment towards proletarian revolution. 

The task of the Communists must be to explain to 
the masses that the Hitler Go,rernment· is leading the 
country to catastrophe. 

It is now necessary to warn the masses with greater 
energy than ever bef ore that the only salvation for 
the toiling masses from still greater poverty and want, 
the only way to avoid catastrophe, is the proletarian 
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

It is necessary to strive to rally all the forces of the 
working class and form a united front of the Social
Democratic and Communist workers for tl1e struggle 
against the class enemies. . 

I t is necessary to strengthen the Party and 
strengthen all the mass organisations of the working 
class-to prepare the masses for decisive revolutionary 
battles. For the overthrow of the capitalism and for 
t~~ overthrow of the Fascist dictatorship by an armed 
r1s1ng. 

In view of all this, the Presidium of the E.C.C.I. 
approves the programme of practical activities 
planned by the ,Central Commjttee of the Communist 
Party of Germany. 
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